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Quantum-Inspired Boolean States for Bounding Engineering

Network Reliability Assessment

Leonardo Dueñas-Osorio∗ Moshe Vardi† and Javier Rojo‡

April 26, 2017

Abstract

Significant methodological progress has taken place to quantify the reliability of networked sys-

tems over the past decades. Both numerical and analytical methods have enjoyed improvements

via a host of advanced Monte Carlo simulation strategies, state space partition methods, sta-

tistical learning, and Boolean functions among others. The latter approach exploits logic to

approximate network reliability assessments efficiently while offering theoretical error guaran-

tees. In parallel, physicists have made progress modeling complex systems via tensor networks

(TNs), particularly quantum many-body systems. Inspired by the representation power of

quantum TNs, this paper offers a new approach to efficiently bound network reliability (REL)

classically. It does so by exactly solving a related network Boolean satisfiability counting prob-

lem (or #SATNET ), represented as a TN, which upper-bounds general all-terminal reliability

(ATR) problems by counting configurations in which all network nodes are connected to at

least a neighbor. Our #SATNET counting outperforms state-of-the-art approximate counters

for the same problem as shown for challenging two-dimensional lattice networks of increasing

size. While the over-counting from #SATNET increases exponentially relative to the number of

configurations that satisfy (ATR) or #RELAT , the bias is predictable for ideal networks, such

as lattices, and the upper-bound is guaranteed with 100% confidence—a desirable feature when

other methods with error guarantees fail to scale. Clearly, our goal is not to solve the general

stochastic network reliability problem, which remains a #P problem in the computational com-

plexity hierarchy (i.e., a counting version of non-deterministic polynomial time [NP ] problems
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for which there is no known polynomial time algorithms to find their solutions). Instead, we

present a novel bounding technique for network reliability, which relies on exactly counting satis-

fiable configurations in the SATNET problem by using quantum computing principles. We offer

a proof for the counting bound to hold in a connectivity ATR setting, and illustrate trends with

cubic and lattice networks. Overall, the proposed method provides an alternative to available

system reliability assessment approaches, and opens directions for future research, especially as

discoveries in logic, algebraic projections, and quantum computation continue to accrue.

1 Introduction

With the advent of community resilience principles in engineering (Bruneau et al., 2003; Barker

et al., 2013; Bocchini et al., 2014; Cimellaro et al., 2016), it is critical to advance methods to

quantify the performance of systems, especially when abstracted as networks as in the case of

distributed infrastructure. Recent efforts have focused on the reliability side that contributes to

resilience. These include smarter simulation and graphical methods, particularly those based on

Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) (Ching and Hsu, 2007; Zuev et al., 2015), Bayesian Networks

(BN’s) (Straub and Der Kiureghian, 2010; Gehl and D’Ayala, 2016), and statistical learning (Stern,

2015). Also, closed-form methods and their approximations continue to offer unparalleled insights

to system reliability problems, although these often require customized treatment to make problems

computationally tractable (Li and He, 2002; Song and Kang, 2009; Daly and Alexopolous, 2006;

Dueñas-Osorio and Rojo, 2011; Kim and Kang, 2013).

The goal of the present study is to show an alternative approach for system reliability as-

sessment that is rigorous and will have future practical appeal as quantum computation and the

requisite science and engineering developments continue to consolidate. The new perspective relies

on creating quantum tensor networks (TNs) that mirror general stochastic networked systems, but

whose contraction (i.e., tensor products over all shared indices) yields a scalar with the true count

of configurations that satisfy a related Boolean #SATNET problem—the latter problem, explained

below, is a superset of all satisfiable all-terminal (AT) reliability configurations and counts config-

urations in which all nodes have at least one neighbor. As engineering networks typically do not

contain hyperedges (links that join more than two end nodes) and have low degree (the number of

links per node tend to be independent of network size), it is possible to perform the TN contractions
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efficiently and exactly via low-rank tensor products.

Recent research has linked quantum tensor networks to general #SAT (Garcia-Saez and La-

torre, 2012; Biamonte et al., 2015), where computations are shown to remain generally #P if pur-

sued with classical computers. If quantum computers are used instead, TN contractions yielding

#SAT values for general networked systems (including hyperedges and non-constant node degree)

can be approximated with additive error in polynomial time (Arad and Landau, 2010). Classically,

#SAT and network reliability (REL) have been linked recently, offering multiplicative guaranteed

approximations to the counting #REL assessment in polynomial time (Dueñas-Osorio et al., 2017).

However, no research has established a connection between TNs, which encode quantum Boolean

states, and network reliability directly, especially for exact bounding purposes. We establish such

a bound for #RELAT via quantum TNs and associated over-counting of satisfiable configurations

for networked systems, #SATNET , particularly for networks without hyperedges and low degree

when links are stochastic. Hence, our proposed approach provides new algorithmic alternatives

to engineering reliability analysts and decision makers. Each of the TN and SAT foundational

concepts is briefly introduced in the subsections that follow.

1.1 Algebraic Tensor Networks (TN)

At their simplest, tensor networks are linked multidimensional arrays, where the rank of the tensors

corresponds to the number of indices in them, such as a rank-2 tensor, which corresponds to the

familiar matrix Aαβ in two dimensions α and β (Landsberg, 2011). Linkages among tensors are

important as they enable contractions over shared indices. For instance, the traditional matrix

product Cαγ amounts to a contraction of index β as Cαγ =
∑d

β=1AαβBβγ , where d represents the

different number of values taken by the entries along the dimension indexed by β. In the reliability

problems considered in this paper, d = 2 so as to capture binary states, although multi-state systems

could be considered for d ≥ 2. These tensorial objects have found successful applications in physics,

particularly for representing quantum many-body system states and for computing efficiently on

them (Yoran and Short, 2006; Markov and Shi, 2008; Orus, 2014). Although specific developments

in physics are beyond the scope of the current discussion, some recent advances to study strongly

correlated systems with non-local interactions in high dimensions, substantiate the capabilities and

insights offered by tensor networks (Murg et al., 2010). In fact, their appeal resides in that the
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tensor network language is intuitive as it is a generalization of matrices, which are all familiar to

scientists and engineers.

For TNs to offer an alternative perspective in network reliability assessments, this study requires

that specialized quantum-inspired tensors be used within a network layout of interest, thus forming

a quantum TN. However, this network should also be consistent with the logic-based SAT formulas

that enable the counting that contains reliable network configurations. Hence, the shared indices

across tensors must represent edges of the TN (which are entangled tensors), the gate tensors

represent the nodes, and their TN graphical representation shows system connectivity. Note that

tensor and connectivity constraints can be handled via tensor contractions (Figure 1). To establish

what the tensors of the network should be to allow for contractions that encode information relevant

to engineering reliability, the classical Boolean satisfiability problem SAT needs to be invoked.

Interestingly, SAT on its own continues to show practical success despite its proven computational

hardness (Malik and Zhang, 2009).

1.2 Boolean Satisfiability (SAT )

The SAT problem relates to the satisfiability of a Boolean formula via an assignment of variables,

such that the formula evaluates to 1 or True, after applying the necessary logic operators AND,

OR, and NOT in the formula, typically represented by ∧, ∨, and ¬, respectively. A common

way of representing Boolean formulas for SAT is via their conjunctive normal form (CNF), which

highlights the conjunction of clauses, each with a given number of literals or variables (Crama and

Hammer, 2011):

f =
m∧
i=1

(xi1 ∨ xi2 · · · ∨ xiki), (1)

where f is the CNF formula, m the number of clauses, and each clause with up to ki variables, for

a total of n distinct variables in the formula, where n ≤
∑m

i ki. Note that this CNF expression

is evaluated mathematically via products of sums, which are related to the more canonical sums

of products, or disjunctive normal form (DNF), used in system reliability to represent reliability

polynomials (Provan and Ball, 1983). Also, CNF formulas can encode the structure of general

networks or graphs (Samer and Szeider, 2010), so it is convenient to imagine one such formula

graphically for a simple system composed of link elements in parallel connected in series (Figure
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2), where clauses are nodes and variables are links (using the so-called incidence or bipartite graph

representation). The associated NET formula of the graph is f1 = (x1∨x2∨x3)∧(x1∨x2∨x3∨x4∨

x5∨x6)∧(x4∨x5∨x6) = (x1∨x2∨x3)∧(x4∨x5∨x6) after removing automatically satisfied clauses.

This formula with two clauses and six variables can take up to 26 variable assignments, of which

49 configurations are satisfiable, such as when all variables equal to one, and 15 configurations

are non-satisfiable, such as when all variables equal to zero. These configurations contain familiar

information, such as sets of paths and cuts in network reliability. In fact, the series-parallel topology

of the network in Figure 2 guarantees that every SATNET solution to f1 corresponds to a path that

contributes to all-terminal connectivity reliability. For other network topologies, the CNF formula

for RELAT is as hard to obtain as solving the problem itself. Hence, we explore the CNF formula

for SATNET , whose counting of satisfiable configurations #SATNET approximates #RELAT by

over-counting path sets that determine AT connectivity reliability.

Observation 1. Any network with m nodes and without hyper-edges requires at least (m-1) edges

to satisfy all-terminal connectivity reliability (ATR) at least with one configuration counted in

#RELAT . The same network requires (m/2) edges to satisfy at least one CNF formula for the

network satisfiability SATNET problem, where nodes are clauses and edges variables. As for con-

nected networks with (m ≥ 2), we have that (m − 1) ≥ (m/2), thus there are more satisfiable

configurations for the counting #SATNET problem than for the counting #RELAT problem as

every configuration for RELAT automatically satisfies the SATNET problem, but not the converse.

1.3 Quantum Boolean States for Network Reliability

What remains is to connect the notions of RELAT to quantum TNs (as the main contribution of

this research), where SATNET formulas can be evaluated via TNs composed of nodes and links that

are quantum Boolean states to be contracted, where such TN contractions yield #SATNET counts

to approximate #RELAT . Note that contractions can be performed approximately in quantum

computers in polynomial time for any TN configuration, as well as exactly on classical computers

for restricted network topologies—node and link layouts without hyper-edges and low tree-width

that are fortunately common to engineering networks. Also, throughout this paper, links are

stochastic failing with probability pfe for e ∈ E (where E is the set of edges in the network), while
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nodes remain reliable, but a generalization is possible by adding new edges per node to treat them

stochastic as well.

The reminder of the manuscript is as follows: Section 2 discusses quantum Boolean states and

CNFs as tensor networks. Section 3 offers the proposed process to evaluate TNs of quantum Boolean

states, which are consistent with SATNET formulas, and themselves are set to count configurations

that satisfy ATR problems (#RELAT ). Section 4 shows how simple network topologies enable the

study of logic-based quantum tensorial network reliability. Section 5 presents example applications,

analysis of results, and paths for extensions, along with an illustration of the bound for network

reliability using cubic and lattice systems. Then, conclusions revisit the connection between network

reliability and quantum TNs, as enabled by SATNET formulas constrained by network layouts, to

then provide ideas for additional research on quantum-based engineering system reliability.

2 Logic-Based Tensor Network Representations

To explicitly link SATNET formulas to tensor networks (TNs), and subsequently to RELAT ex-

pressions, quantum states are essential as they capture classical system states, along with their

superpositions. For instance, a single quantum state of a quantum bit, or qubit, could be in state

1 or state 0 (as classical bits are), or in both at the same time (this is a key difference with respect

to classical configurations). We adopt the bra-ket Dirac notation here, which allows for a compact

representation of quantum states. For instance, a single qubit in state 1 is represented as a ket |1〉,

while two qubits in states 1 and 0, respectively, are denoted by |10〉. Their bras are represented as

〈1| and 〈10|, respectively, which equal to the complex conjugate transposes of their kets. Although

quantum states are vectors in complex Hilbert spaces, they can be understood in this paper as

vectors encoding the state of a system (e.g., the binary state of elements in a network). Thus, they

can be expressed as a sum of orthogonal basis vectors, the same way a vector in a Cartesian space

can be decomposed into its unit vectors (Susskind and Friedman, 2014). For instance, a general

superposition state of a single qubit A can be denoted in its basis as |ΨA〉 = α |0〉 + β |1〉, where

the coefficients α and β correspond to the wave function amplitudes of states 0 and 1, which are

complex numbers, but whose magnitudes capture the probability of the system to be observed in

states 0 or 1, respectively, if measured (note that |α|2 + |β|2 = 1.0). For the case of two qubits,
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A and B, their general state in Dirac notation is |ΨAB〉 = α |00〉 + β |10〉 + γ |01〉 + δ |11〉, where

|α|2 + |β|2 + |γ|2 + |δ|2 = 1.0. A key to linking SATNET and TN concepts is that quantum states,

such as |ΨAB〉 or more general ones, can all be represented as tensors.

The provided superposition notation enable us to write the state of a general system, such as a

network, as the sum of amplitudes times their basis states. Hence, a single bitstring x of length n,

with an assignment of variables in {0, 1}, represents a particular state of the n superposed qubits,

containing the 2n configurations that satisfy and do not satisfy a given CNF formula. However,

as the collection of all bitstrings are orthogonal, their unnormalized amplitudes relate to their

contribution to the logical evaluation of the CNF SATNET formula f(x), in the form of Equation

(1), mapping the space of x ∈ {0, 1}n onto the space of f(x) ∈ {0, 1}. Hence, the quantum state

|Ψf (x)〉 =
∑

x f(x) |x〉 is a superposition of states whose non-zero amplitude terms represent the

satisfying variable assignments of formula f , and thus referred to as a Boolean quantum state. In

fact, every quantum state written in a local basis with amplitude coefficients in {0, 1} gives rise

to a Boolean relation (Morton and Biamonte, 2012). The satisfying assignments, in the context

of a network such as the one in Figure 2 or any other general layout, also contain all possible

configurations that contribute to connectivity-based ATR.

To exemplify the notions covered so far, take a simpler version of Figure 2, where only variables

(edges) x1, x2, x4, and x5 are involved (Figure 3). In the CNF context, there are four variables, two

non-redundant clauses, and 24 = 16 configurations of variables. The CNF formula of this graphical

representation involves clauses C1 and C3 and corresponds to fS = (x1 ∨ x2) ∧ (x4 ∨ x5). Here,

#SATNET = 9, indicating the number of variable assignment sets that satisfy the formula—in this

case the same variable assignment sets contribute to #RELAT = 9. In terms of a Boolean quantum

state, fS can be written as a superposition of four qubits (one per variable): |ΨfS 〉 = 0 |0000〉 +

0 |1000〉+0 |0100〉+ · · ·+1 |1011〉+1 |0111〉+1 |1111〉. Once again, each of the basis ket vectors with

non-zero amplitude corresponds to a configuration of variables that contributes to #RELAT . The

key insight is that a quantum computer with n qubits could in principle hold all 2n configurations

as a Boolean superposed state and count relevant configurations upon measurement in quantum

polynomial time (exactly for small CNF formulas, and approximately within additive error for

any network size or topology and associated CNF formula) (Arad and Landau, 2010). Measuring

information from such superposed states remains a science and engineering challenge, but progress
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is steady towards the quantum computer goal even with existing semiconductor technologies (Van

Meter and Horsman, 2013; Hornibrook et al., 2015). In this paper, we exploit the fact that TNs allow

to classically simulate certain quantum systems, particularly their SAT properties when describable

by networks whose links are not hyperedges (as is the case for most engineering network layouts

where the clause-to-variable ratio, or node-to-link ratio, tends to be smaller than 1.0 given that

links connect to two nodes).

3 Counting by Tensor Network Contractions

The previous background prepares us to use the language of quantum TNs to handle CNF formulas

for networked systems (SATNET ). The key is to determine the form of the tensors to represent CNF

formulas and operate on them as they encode solutions to #SATNET and bound #RELAT . While

it is known that efficient computations are possible in classical computers for special networks with

tree-like structure, or for quantum networks with exponentially small numbers of COPY tensors

(defined subsequently) (Fischer et al., 2008; Biamonte et al., 2015), we later provide a way to

evaluate #SATNET exactly and bound #RELAT for networks without hyperedges.

To specifically see the role of TNs in our reliability assessment goal, we build upon algorithms

for general #SAT (Biamonte et al., 2015). The goal is to construct a tensor network from the

network topology at hand, such that its nodes and links are tensors consistent with a SAT formula

f(x) that captures the ATR problem of interest. The process is as follows (further illustrated with

an example and figure after the next five steps):

Quantum-inspired counting bound of reliable network configurations

(1) Assign a binary tensor 〈0| + 〈1| to each variable xi of the CNF formula f(x) that captures

SATNET for a network layout of interest. Variables take values in {0, 1}, and represent links in the

network (note that nodes could also be included as binary variables by enlarging the network with

necessary nodes and links to make every original node a link).

(2) Create k copies of variable xi if it appears in k clauses, excluding clauses automatically satis-

fiable. Perform this step by making use of a special COPY tensor, which is the outer product of

the possible states of variable xi and their kth tensor power as |0〉 〈0|⊗k + |1〉 〈1|⊗k. Note that the
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outer product essentially projects the ket into the tensor power of the bra, thus creating a higher

dimensional operator.

(3) Connect each variable xi to its COPY tensor, so that there are enough qubits to feed into

each of the SATNET clauses (network nodes) in which each variable appears (associated incident

edges). This is done by generating new tensors via tensor products of variables and COPY tensors

consistent with the network topology.

(4) Perform the outer tensor product of the tensors in every clause (which are tensors that function

as logic gates: evaluating true when their qubit assignments satisfy the clause and false when they

do not), with the binary tensors 〈0| or 〈1| corresponding to the true or false states of the clauses

(which are OR gates). Then, perform the tensor product of the COPY-based tensors from step (3)

with the clause-based tensors just obtained. While the process thus far is algorithmic, note that

quantum logic gates could be physically realizable via quantum circuits, and likely implementable

in actual hardware of the future (Johnson et al., 2013; Valiron et al., 2015). In this study we remain

algorithmic; thus, this step essentially contracts links to nodes, and aggregates nodes of the original

network based on SATNET constraints—essentially a tensor that now possess a count of satisfiable

and unsatisfiable configurations based on all clause and variable contributions.

(5) Link the current tensor network contraction to a tensor |1〉 via another tensor product, such

that the overall tensor contraction evaluates to a post-selected desired scalar outcome of overall

satisfiability (i.e., summing over all the SATNET configurations that matter as they satisfy an

overall AND gate which matches or upper-bounds #RELAT depending on the topology of the

network of interest).

Figure 4 showcases these previous five steps for the original network in Figure 3, where every object

is a tensor, and their connections flag contractions via tensor products.

To illustrate the previous steps further, let us discuss the actual contraction process in Figure 4

corresponding to the TN for Figure 3. Here, each of the variables to the left is a tensor, the COPY

tensor is the dark dot, and each clause is a tensor operator, or implementable OR gate (Valiron et al.,

2015). In particular, the contractions in Steps 1-3 run as follows: Each of the left-hand side tensor
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variables represents a qubit (or an edge of our network), and thus each variable is on a superposition

(〈0|+〈1|), which undergoes a tensor product with its COPY tensor (|0〉 〈0|⊗1+|1〉 〈1|⊗1) to reproduce

the link-to-node TN connectivity encoded in the SATNET formula fS . Recall that each state in the

Dirac notation can be written as a vector; hence, for further clarity in relation to classical linear

algebra, the previous operation is set up using the algebraic convention for binary bits, where the

column kets are |0〉 =

(
1 0

)T
and |1〉 =

(
0 1

)T
, while their row bra counterparts are the

transposed complex conjugates of the kets 〈0| =

(
1 0

)
and 〈1| =

(
0 1

)
. The partial tensor

network contraction under consideration is thus:

(
〈0|+ 〈1|

)(
|0〉 〈0|⊗1 + |1〉 〈1|⊗1

)
=

((
1 0

)
+
(
0 1

))
1

0

(1 0

)
+

0

1

(0 1

)
=

(
1 1

)1 0

0 1

 =

(
1 1

)
. (2)

Then, to complete Step 3, the previous result for the first variable x1 and its COPY tensor undergoes

a tensor product with the other variables in the same clause, in this case x2, such that
(
〈0| +

〈1|
)(
|0〉 〈0|⊗1 + |1〉 〈1|⊗1

)
⊗
(
〈0|+ 〈1|

)(
|0〉 〈0|⊗1 + |1〉 〈1|⊗1

)
=

(
1 1 1 1

)
. Afterward, Step 4

contracts the previous result with the clause tensor, which takes the form of a Boolean gate. This

tensor is equivalent to the following operator:
∑

x∈{0,1}ki |x〉 〈φi(x)|, where φi(x) is a binary tensor

that evaluates the truth of the ith clause for a given bitstring x ∈ {0, 1}ki . Truth per clause in our

context corresponds to the satisfaction of a clause (which is satisfied via an OR evaluation of its

variables). This latter tensor in matrix notation for the first clause is as follows (note the advantage

of the compact Dirac notation relative to the matrix notation):
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C1 = |00〉 〈0|+ |10〉 〈1|+ |01〉 〈1|+ |11〉 〈1|

=



1

0

0

0


(

1 0

)
+



0

1

0

0


(

0 1

)
+



0

0

1

0


(

0 1

)
+



0

0

0

1


(

0 1

)

=



1 0

0 1

0 1

0 1


. (3)

Then, Step 4 further contracts the variables and their COPY tensors

(
1 1 1 1

)
along with

their clauses in Equation 3. This leaves a 1 × 2 tensor for the case under consideration equal to(
1 3

)
. Note that this result is for all contractions related to C1. But an identical contraction

results for C3 in this case, so that both are combined via a tensor product to complete Step 4,

as

(
1 3

)
⊗
(

1 3

)
=

(
1 3 3 9

)
. Finally, as the interest is in evaluating the satisfiability

of the overall TN, the current contracted results

(
1 3 3 9

)
are further contracted in Step

5 with the desirable true value of each clause via its post-selection across clauses |1〉⊗2, which

in matrix notation is

(
0 0 0 1

)T
. Thus, the overall tensor network contraction evaluates

to

(
1 3 3 9

)
⊗
(

0 0 0 1

)T
= 9, which is exactly the number of satisfiable (SATNET )

configurations or configurations that upper-bound #RELAT for the network in Figure 3—in this

case #SATNET and #RELAT are equal. Also, note that if the tensor product of C1 ⊗ C3 is

performed first (before the contractions of clauses with their variables and COPY tensors), then

the resulting quantum Boolean gate explicitly contains the states of the entire network in Figure

3, including specific satisfiable configurations (the terms evaluating to truth that have an outer

product with 〈1|). For completeness, such an overall tensor on four qubits (variables) is C1⊗C3 =

|0000〉 〈0| + |0001〉 〈0| + · · · + |0111〉 〈1| + |1111〉 〈1|, where the 9 satisfiable configurations become

self-evident as they are the ones projected onto 〈1|.
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The key message to engineering reliability analysts is that the use of quantum Boolean states

of SATNET formulas provides an opportunity to exactly upper-bound the all-terminal connectivity

reliability of networks in a new way, especially as quantum computers and associated algorithms

continue to advance (Rieffel and Polak, 2014). Before quantum computations become mainstream,

tensor networks still provide the machinery to classically simulate what a quantum system would

do (Biamonte et al., 2011). We show in the next section that TNs can be contracted efficiently

and exactly when evaluating #SATNET for networks without hyper-edges and low tree-width

(independent of the size of the network)—which correspond to practical networks in engineering

reliability. The disadvantage is that #SATNET only upper-bounds #RELAT .

4 Special Networked Systems

Regularity in the CNF formulas translates into structured topologies for networks and vice versa,

which in turn can be systematically described by tensor networks that encode Boolean quantum

states of a system. Taking for instance the CNF formula associated to a simple planar network, as

in Figure 5, it is clear that each clause (or node) has degree three given the three incident edges

per clause, and each edge represents a variable, which can be in more than one clause (two clauses

in this maximally planar graph). The CNF formula for this regular network with four clauses

(nodes) and six variables (links), where clauses have three literals, solves a special case of the so-

called 3SAT problem. Here, the node-to-link ratio is < 1.0, and its SATNET formula corresponds

to fP = (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x6) ∧ (x1 ∨ x3 ∨ x5) ∧ (x2 ∨ x3 ∨ x4) ∧ (x4 ∨ x5 ∨ x6). The insight is that

satisfiable variable configurations here also provide information for upper-bounding the number of

configurations that contribute to the ATR problem.

Applying the five steps listed in the previous section to create the TN associated to the real

network in Figure 5, the analyst can establish the Boolean superposition state of 26 = 64 configura-

tions for this system on six binary variables. Also, the contraction of the TN can count the number

of satisfiable configurations, which for this network is 41 out of 64 when focusing on edges with

binary states, thus upper-bounding the 38 satisfiable configurations of the associated ATR prob-

lem. In particular, Steps 1-3 are equivalent to the tensor product of each of the variables (links) as

qubits amplified by their COPY tensor. More general notation can also be introduced: for instance,
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for a single variable x1, denote Q
ix1
α1,α2 the tensor that captures the possible variable binary states

{0,1} recorded in indicator ix1 , as well as its degree 2 COPY tensor linking it to clauses 1 and 2:

(〈0|+〈1|)(|0〉 〈0|⊗2+ |1〉 〈1|⊗2), which in matrix notation corresponds to

(
1 0 0 1

)
. Performing

the tensor product across the six variable tensors Q
ix1
α1,α2 ⊗Q

ix2
β1,β2

· · · ⊗Qix6ζ1,ζ2 , results in a 1×4 096

tensor

(
1 0 0 1 · · · 1 0 0 1

)
. Then, Step 4 focuses on the gate tensors per clause, which in

this problem when combined they correspond to the AND gate projector of the four clauses of the

network. For instance, the first clause, C1, is represented by the three qubit projector for variables

x1, x2, and x6 connected to the clause via ancillary indices α1, β1 and ζ1. These indices (in Greek al-

phabet order for convenience here) are associated to each variable, while their respective subindices

represent one of the two clauses each variable feeds into, thus capturing all their possibilities in a

single Boolean operator. For a single clause, the operator is |000〉 〈0| + |100〉 〈0| + · · · + |111〉 〈1|.

Then, the tensor product across projected clauses C1 ⊗ C2 ⊗ C3 ⊗ C4 yields a 4 096×16 tensor.

Finally, the contraction of the tensor with all variables Q and the tensor with all projected clauses

C via tensor products (where shared indices collapse in the sum of products), results in a quantum

Boolean state tensor with all the relevant configurations at hand. Hence, when the latter tensor

is contracted with the post-selection tensor required in Step 5, or |1〉⊗4, it yields the number of

satisfied assignments, which equals to 41 as expected. Note that the large tensors composed of Qs

and Cs terms are constructed here by contracting variables only as well as clauses only first, so as

to highlight the availability of a superposed quantum Boolean state with the satisfiable solutions

explicitly revealed. However, contractions are more effective as amplified variables and projected

clauses contract based on their connectivity, where variables and COPY tensors connected to pro-

jected clauses are contracted based on edges, so that the analysts only have to handle low-rank

tensors.

Specifically for the problem at hand, rank-4 tensors with 16 states are the largest ones to handle

when contracting variables and COPY tensors with clauses, compared to the rank-12 tensor with

4 096 states when contracting variables and COPY tensors separately from clauses. The larger

tensor does reveal the specific satisfiable configurations, while the low-rank tensor approach is a

trade-off that effectively counts satisfiable configurations but makes it harder to unravel individ-

ual configuration details. To facilitate the low-rank tensor contraction and counting further, it
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is possible to specify a priori the form for the individual variable and clause tensors, Q and C,

so as to efficiently capture the desired Boolean superposition state that contains satisfiable solu-

tions (Garcia-Saez and Latorre, 2012), and thus upper-bound the associated reliable configurations.

Specifically, for planar networks as in Figure 5, which are equivalent to a 3SAT problem where every

clause has three literals, and to upper-bound the ATR of this cubic graph, the following tensors

apply:

Q
ixj
ω1,ω2 =

 1, if ixj = ω1 = ω2, j = 1, . . . , n, and ω = α, β . . . , nth Greek symbol

0, otherwise
(4)

Cα,β,γ

l =

 0, if (α = 0, β = 0, γ = 0) ∈ ω, l = 1, . . . ,m

1, otherwise
(5)

These tensors have low ranks individually (two and three in this specific case), as shown by their

ancillary Greek sub- or super-indices, so the contraction of the TN for the planar network in Figure

5 can be handled more efficiently. Specifically, this a priori specification of tensors for the network at

hand requires handling (n+m) low-rank tensor products whose maximum dimension do not exceed

four. This saves space and also computation time. Implementing the tensor product, and pairing

tensors of the TN such that common indices contract, yields the same result as before: 41 satisfiable

configurations, without having to pre-specify any quantum Boolean superposition state coefficients.

One possible economical contraction is as follows: Q
ix1
α1,α2 ⊗ Q

ix2
β1,β2

⊗ Cα1,β1,ζ1
1 ⊗ Cα2,γ1,δ1

2 ⊗ · · · ⊗

Q
ix6
ζ1,ζ2
⊗Cδ2,ε2,ζ2

4 . Note that different orderings for the contraction are possible, only constrained by

the topology of the TN, where the ordering can be optimized for added computational efficiency

(Pfeifer et al., 2014), although for any of them the quantum variables take both of their possible

binary states and yield the same result when projected onto the satisfiable space.

The benefit of handling low-rank tensors is clear when finding the number of satisfiable con-

figurations only (#SATNET ), which also contains the number of reliable configurations #RELAT .

It is still remarkable that counting the number of configurations can be done efficiently via tensor

contractions, as this information bounds the reliability problem. If the analyst wants to write the

Boolean state or list the specific satisfiable configurations, one must find each of the amplitude co-
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efficients tix1 ,...,ixn of the quantum Boolean state |ΨfP 〉 = t0,0,0,0,0,0 |000000〉+ t1,0,0,0,0,0 |100000〉+

t0,1,0,0,0,0 |010000〉+ · · ·+ t1,1,1,1,0,1 |111101〉+ t1,1,1,1,1,0 |111110〉+ t1,1,1,1,1,1 |111111〉, reverting the

entire enterprise to remain exponentially hard. For completeness, the individual unnormalized

coefficients of the Boolean state could be obtained in general from the following inner product:

tix1 ,...,ixn =
〈
tix1 ,...,ixn

∣∣ΨfP

〉
= Tr[Q

ix1
α1,α2 ⊗ · · · ⊗Qixnω1,ω2

⊗ Cα1,β1,γ1
1 · · · ⊗ Cχ2,ψ2,ω2

m ] (6)

where the Tr operation sums over the shared ancillary indices of the tensor products. This TN

is closed, in the sense that its full contraction yields a scalar. Such a number corresponds to the

unnormalized amplitude coefficient tix1 ,...,ixn ∈ {0, 1} of the quantum Boolean state that flags the

satisfiable configurations for SATNET .

5 Ideal Networks and their Reliable States

The procedure to link SAT problems to TNs, where the SATNET formula also encodes reliability,

merits additional analysis. Hence, we first explore scaling aspects of the 3SAT-based networks. To

start, the 4-node planar network in Figure 5 has HP4
3SAT = 41 satisfiable configurations out of 64

possibilities. If one finds the number of reliable configurations within an ATR context, one finds

HP4
ATR = 38 reliable configurations, where HP4

ATR ≤ H
P4
3SAT . These reliable configurations are found

by modifying selective recursive decomposition algorithms (SRDA) for system reliability assessment

(Lim and Song, 2012), where we search now for minimum spanning trees as opposed to paths as

typically done (Paredes-Toro and Dueñas-Osorio, 2017)—this way ATR configurations are always

found. Extending the previous network to the next possible planar cubic configuration (Figure 6),

HP8
3SAT = 1 681, whereas HP8

ATR = 868.

Two points are critical. First, counting the number of satisfiable assignments via a quantum

Boolean state represented by the tensor network with elements defined as in Equations 4 and 5

requires a contraction over shared indices across (m = 8 + n = 12) tensors via tensor products of

low rank tensors, which makes the process efficient. This is in contrast to a naive tensor product of

tensors with maximum dimension for Q of 22×12 = 16777216 and for C of 23×8 = 16777216 (where

the 2 in the exponent for Q reflects the COPY tensor requirement, and the 3 in the exponent for

C indicates the clause or node degree). Second, the set of satisfied 3SAT configurations will always
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contain the set of ATR configurations (as noted in Observation 1), thus offering an upper bound to

quantify system reliability—the quality of the approximation is explored formally at the end of this

section. To see the bounding trends, Table 1 summarizes the ratio of the number of configurations

between the satisfiability problem (#3SAT) and the all-terminal connectivity reliability (#RELAT )

for various cubic networks of increasing size (by inserting cubic graph modules, such as the one

in Figure 5, into the chain of Figure 6). Here, the trends in the number of configurations offer

a worst case view into connectivity reliability, as all configurations have the same importance, or

equivalently, as the probability of failure for all edges is pfe = 0.50—more realistic cases with

smaller pfe result in smaller errors, but we report here worst cases which are easily provable via

counting. Generalizing this trend, an upper bound on the number of ATR configurations stems

from the 3SAT count, which grows as an exponential function of the logarithm of a function of n or

log[g(n)] relative to its reliability counterpart, while the space of configurations of the expanding

cubic networks is more challenging as it increases exponentially as a function of n. In the general

case of large n−sized systems, the function g(n) turns exponential, but at a smaller growth rate

than that of 2n, which makes the over-counting tend to zero relative to the 2n state space as n→∞.

Table 1: Comparison of 3SAT and SRDA satisfiable configurations for a class of cubic networks

Case # Clauses # Variables # Configurations #3SATNET /#RELAT

1 4 6 64 1.079
2 8 12 4 096 1.937
3 12 18 262 144 4.089
4 16 24 16 777 216 9.362
5 20 30 1 073 741 824 22.636

A formal proposition and its proof in relation to the previous observations can be stated as follows:

Proposition 1. The number of network configurations that satisfy the all-terminal reliability

(ATR) problem, #RELAT , is efficiently and exactly upper-bounded by the satisfiability count,

#SATNET , of a CNF formula on quantum tensor networks of real networks without hyper-edges

and low tree-width. This over-counting tends to zero relative to the state space of the system (as

the size of the network n→∞), but it is exponential relative to #RELAT .

Proof. The cardinality of the state space of system configurations with stochastic edges grows expo-
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nentially as 2n, with n as the number of variables or edges. The number of satisfiable configurations

for the ATR problem #RELAT is a subset of 2n, starting with subsets in which at least (m − 1)

edges are present and form a spanning tree, where m is the number of clauses or nodes. The number

of satisfiable configurations for the network satistifability problem #SATNET is also a subset of 2n,

but larger than that of #RELAT , as it starts with subsets in which at least (m/2) edges are present,

so that clauses are satisfied pairwise as noted in Observation 1. However, the cardinalities of the

satisfiable sets between the desired #RELAT and the quantum-inspired computable #SATNET grow

slower than the cardinality of the 2n state space of the system. In our case, the excess number of

configurations in #SATNET is determined by a sum of a subset of binomial coefficient expansions

Tnm/2,m−1 as follows:

Tnm/2,m−1 =

m−1∑
i=m/2

ai
n!

i!(n− i)!
< 2n (7)

where the inequality is strict, and the partial sum of binomial expansion terms with respective

coefficients ai ≤ 1 guarantees the asymptotic ratio of Tnm/2,m−1/2
n → 0 as n → ∞. Note that

the largest term of the binomial coefficient, the one choosing (n/2) out of n options, always lands

within the partial sum Tnm/2,m−1, but it is a fraction ai of it, which makes the partial sum grow

slower than the 2n growth of the system configurations space; however, such a growth will still be

exponentially larger than the number of configurations in #RELAT .

Establishing SAT-based CNF formulas for general networks which directly capture reliability in

a TN set up is the topic of future work. However, this paper demonstrates that a quantum-inspired

approach could assist with reliability problems, especially as TNs for engineering networks without

hyper-edges and low-tree-width end up representable as low-rank tensor products (as edge variables

generate tensors independent of the size of the network and their connectivity is local, thus also

independent of the size of the network). Note that as the state space of networks grows exponen-

tially, even for relatively small system sizes n, it becomes impractical to enumerate configurations

for reliability assessment in classical computation. The quantum-inspired approach outlined here

will require n qubits to cope with a superposition state that contains all satisfiable configurations

of a SAT-based CNF for networks, even if only to upper-bound ATR via TNs that simulate the

quantum computation. Recall that the tensor network contractions allow for low-rank tensor ma-
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nipulation of large state spaces, requiring (n+m) contractions in computational cost, as opposed

to one contraction of dimension 2n.

To further evaluate the ability of our quantum-inspired TN approach to count satisfiable con-

figurations in networks, Figures 7 and 8 show computation time and the probability of satisfiability,

which corresponds to ATR based on #RELAT or logic satisfiability based on #SATNET for two-

dimensional lattices (grids) of increasing side size. The grids have edges with pfe = 0.50, so that

reliability or satisfiability is directly assessed by the number of satisfiable configurations. This chal-

lenging grid problem shows that state-of-the-art solvers that use binary decision diagrams (BDDs)

to exactly assess #SATNET do not scale well time-wise. Approximate model counting (ApproxMC)

using state-of-the-art solvers for general SAT problems are also used here1, but for approximately

counting configurations (Ivrii et al., 2016), showing competitive results, but theoretically they only

guarantee outcomes with 20% error and 20% confidence—tighter errors or better confidence render

the problem intractable for these grids. However, the exact TN counting outperforms other methods

in time requirements with a crude implementation of tensor products, thus enabling our #SATNET

counting to upper-bound #RELAT in practice, particularly when actual reliability computations

become harder to afford. Note that the time to compute the desired all-terminal reliability (as

a function of #RELAT ), grows exponentially when combining state-of-the-art recursive decompo-

sitions (Lim and Song, 2012; Paredes-Toro and Dueñas-Osorio, 2017) along with optimal Monte

Carlo (OMCS) (Dagum et al., 2000), so as to guarantee a priori an error of maximum 20% with a

confidence of 80%.

As for the probabilities of satisfying the problems at hand (Figure 8), the upper lines show

results based on the SATNET problem, as a function of the count #SATNET and pfe = 0.5. The

exact TN method is tracked by the approximate counting (ApproxMC) and not by exact BDDs

as they become infeasible computationally. Despite the lax confidence interval set a priori for Ap-

proxMC, the experiments remain remarkably close—future research will be devoted to unravel the

structure of exclusive-or (XOR) constraints that may render the ApproxMC problem competitive.

However, ApproxMC’s results are based on poor error and confidence guarantees that cannot match

the fast and exact count of our TN approach, which remains clearly competitive for a hard bound,

albeit one that only upper-bounds #RELAT as shown relative to OMCS.

1https://www.msoos.org/cryptominisat4/
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The algorithmic alternatives presented here, along with the possibility of not only classical

simulation, but actual computation on quantum machines in the future, open up opportunities

for studying multi-state complex systems. Infrastructure systems, and their abstractions, may be

suitable for such modeling approaches, where reliability is briefly explored here. However, grander

reliability concepts and more computationally demanding performance measures, such as resilience,

may be probed through the lens of computational logic and associated exact or approximate algo-

rithms in the future. The connection presented here between quantum logic-based counting and

reliability, is but a first step towards the more general and challenging reliability problem that

requires finding the functions f(x) for reliability explicitly.

6 Conclusions

This study provides a quantum-inspired computing perspective for system reliability bounds as a

precursor for more complex applications, including general infrastructure reliability explicitly and

resilience. For now, while the problem of general stochastic network reliability assessment remains

unsolved, this study does link concepts from Boolean logic, quantum tensor networks (TNs), and

network reliability to enable efficient computation of an exact upper-bound for particular engineer-

ing network reliability problems. We outline a process to evaluate the number of configurations

that contribute to all-terminal network reliability by casting the reliability problem as a Boolean

formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF) as typically done for logic-based satisfiability (SAT)

problems. Such a formula, which is representable as a network for a graph satisfiability problem

or SATNET , can be endowed with quibits, such that TN contractions on it unravel the number of

satisfiable configurations that are encoded in a superposed quantum Boolean state. The presented

process also specifies what the tensors should be to algebraically count satisfiable configurations

and obtain (#SATNET ), which includes all ATR configurations counted in #RELAT .

While the quantum Boolean states from TN representations of SATNET formulas operate for

networks without hyper-edges and low tree-width to upper-bound the number of RELAT config-

urations, knowledge of the reliability polynomial will be required to count satisfiable reliability

assignements directly, which is not always available and in some cases tantamount to solving the

reliability problem in the first place. There are initial steps to ease this challenge in the future, es-
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pecially in relation to generating SATREL formulas (explicitly capturing reliability formulas), while

satisfying connectivity constraints pertinent to the network at hand, so as to approximately count

with error guarantees in polynomial time via strongly probably approximately correct (SPAC) ap-

proaches (Ivrii et al., 2016; Dueñas-Osorio et al., 2017). In the meantime, we explore ideal cubic

networks and two-dimensional lattices (grids), which capture SATNET problems whose formulas

can be established trivially and the structure of the tensors can also be defined a priori. The main

observation in regards to challenging grids is that as their size increase, most available methods

that offer tight error guarantees and high confidence based on counting fail to scale for both the

all-terminal reliability #RELAT and the network satistiability #SATNET problems. However, our

quantum-inspired TN contraction to upper-bound reliability remains computationally a linear func-

tion of the number of nodes and links of the network so long they do not contain hyper-edges and do

not have wide tree-width—restrictions satisfied by most infrastructure network topologies. Overall,

while quantum computers materialize, TNs allow us to efficiently simulate quantum systems by the

use of classical low-rank tensor operations in lieu of uninformed 2n tensor products.

Issues to tackle in the future are many, but primarily should focus on establishing the SATREL

formulas for general reliability problems, exploiting the structure of the networks, especially their

tree widths, and exploring quantum walks and quantum Monte Carlo, as such methods could be

develop with theoretical guarantees on the quality of their approximations. In particular, there is

room to study probabilities of events or network configurations that contribute to the tails of the

distributions of the quantity of interest (Rojo, 2013). Also, as quantum computers materialize phys-

ically in the future, implementation of the counting and related algorithms is imperative (Nielsen

and Chang, 2010). Alternatives also include counting satisfiable configurations via searching, where

the search problem is now known to be quadratically more efficient with quantum algorithms rel-

ative to classical ones (Grover, 1997), while additive approximations can be found in quantum

polynomial time (Arad and Landau, 2010). Current technologies point at tens of qubits as feasible

future developments, which would provide sufficient capability to start validating the counting of

reliable configurations on complex engineered networked systems. And before these quantum ma-

chines become available, the entire algebraic and combinatoric structure of the network reliability

problem deserves further re-investigation (Colbourn, 1987; Shier, 1991).
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 Tensor networks (TNs) enable novel algebraic reliability assessments 

 Quantum Boolean states on TNs bound reliable network configurations 

 Satisfiability (SAT) formulas inform tensor contractions for reliability counting 

 Low‐rank tensor contractions efficiently count by simulating quantum systems 

 Strategies for bounding SATNET counts can inform general reliability assessment 


